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Jules Verneâ€™s timeless underwater adventure story in a stunning Hardcover Classics edition with

the original illustrations Â  In this thrilling adventure tale by the father of science fiction, three men

embark on an epic journey under the sea with the mysterious Captain Nemo aboard his submarine,

the Nautilus. Over the course of their fantastical voyage, they encounter the lost city of Atlantis, the

South Pole, and the corals of the Red Sea. Along the way, they must battle countless adversaries

both human and monstrous. This triumphant work of the imagination shows the limitless possibilities

of science and the dark depths of the human mind. Â  For more than seventy years, Penguin has

been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700

titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and

across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by

introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date

translations by award-winning translators.
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Gr 4-8-Performed in radio theatre style, this audio version is a fine retelling of the Jules Verne



classic. The St. Charles Players, composed of four actors, play a variety of roles with hammy gusto,

although the dialogue is a bit rushed in the opening sections. This adaptation by Jeff Rack does a

good job of capturing the feel of Verne's sprawling epic tale. The story is told by Professor Aronnax,

who agrees to investigate a series of attacks by a mysterious sea monster. He joins the crew of the

ship Abraham Lincoln. The men encounter what they believe is the monster, but turns out to be a

large, state-of-the-art submarine, the Nautilus. Aronnax and a hot tempered harpoonist, Ned Land,

are imprisoned on this vessel, captained by the misanthropic recluse, Nemo. Nemo takes them

around the world. Verne's descriptions of the underwater world, with its exotic creatures and sunken

ships, shine thanks to clear narration and evocative sound effects. As the journey continues,

becoming monotonous, the program's midsection sags a bit. It picks up steam again with

sequences involving a monstrous octopus and a storm. While not an essential purchase, this is an

impressive attempt to adapt a classic.Brian E. Wilson, Oak Lawn Public Library, ILCopyright 2001

Cahners Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

We are all, in one way or another, the children of Jules Verne -- Ray Bradbury

There are three significant translations of this book, and 's lacklustre book-sorting system creates

nothing but chaos when searching for the correct format / translation of this book. I'm here to

help!note: (find the version you are looking for with the ISBN numbers I've provided at the bottom of

this review, you can just copy and paste them into the  search field and hit GO).Here are excerpts

from the three most common translations:Paragraph one, translated by Mercier Lewis -THE YEAR

1866 WAS signalized by a remarkable incident, a mysterious and inexplicable phenomenon, which

doubtless no one has yet forgotten. Not to mention rumors which agitated the maritime population,

and excited the public mind, even in the interior of continents, seafaring men were particularly

excited. Merchants, common sailors, captains of vessels, skippers, both of Europe and America,

naval officers of all countries, and the governments of several states on the two continents, were

deeply interested in the matter.Paragraph one, translated by Walter James Miller and Frederick

Paul Walter (1996) -THE YEAR 1866 was marked by a bizarre development, an unexplained and

downright inexplicable phenomenon that surely no one has forgotten. Without getting into those

rumors that upset civilians in the seaports and deranged the public mind even far inland, it must be

said that professional seamen were especially alarmed. Traders, shipowners, captains of vessels,

skippers, and master mariners from Europe and America, naval officers from every country, and at



their heels the various national governments on these two continents, were all extremely disturbed

by the business.Paragraph one, translated by William Butcher -The year 1866 was marked by a

strange event, an unexplained and inexplicable occurrence that doubtless no one has yet forgotten.

Without mentioning the rumours which agitated the denizens of the ports and whipped up the

public's imagination on every continent, seafaring men felt particularly disturbed. The merchants,

shipowners, sea-captains, skippers, and master-mariners of Europe and America, the naval officers

of every country, and eventually the various nationals governments on both continents--all became

extremely worried about this

matter.------------------------------------------------------------------------------WHAT a difference! And who to

trust?From wikipedia:"Many of Mercier's errors were corrected in a from-the-ground-up

re-examination of the sources and an entirely new translation by Walter James Miller and Frederick

Paul Walter."So, the modern translation to seek is either the Walter James Miller / Frederick Paul

Walter edition, or the William Butcher edition, depending on your preference for the above

excerpts.------------------------------------------------------------------------------And here is how to find

them:USA - .comWalter James Miller / Frederick Paul Walterkindle edition ASIN:

B004DNWRPQpaper edition ISBN:1440414262William Butcherkindle edition ASIN: (appears to be

unavailable at the moment)paper edition ISBN:

0199539278------------------------------------------------------------------------------UK - .co.ukWalter James

Miller / Frederick Paul Walterkindle edition ASIN: B00BIFLLV8 or B00BSK24HIpaper edition ISBN:

1438446640William Butcherkindle edition ASIN: (appears to be unavailable at the moment)paper

edition ISBN: 0199539278
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